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Q: can AI help?



✓ Predicting 
deforestation

✓ Tracking  
livestock to 

reduce conflict

✓ Micro insurance 
for crops

AI + Satellite projects



✓ Tailored 
smart city

✓ Give a voice 
to the 

voiceless

AI + Smart Communities

✓ Epidemic 
modelling



2017:  AI FOR GOOD SUMMIT



Q: can AI help?
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Scaling 
#AIforGood
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Blockchains are public utility 
networks



Connective tissue: blockchain public utility network

Substrate for an AI Commons
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AI & data



1000x more data

AI Loves Data
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To unlock AI for good
We need to unlock data



How to unlock data?
1. Connect data-haves with data have-nots
2. Incentivize for commons data
3. Unlock private data
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1. Connect data-haves with data have-nots: 
easy to create data marketplaces / commons
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Substrate for an AI commons



How to unlock data?
1. Connect data-haves with data have-nots
2. Incentivize for commons data
3. Unlock private data



Problem:
Data wants to be free. 
It also wants to be expensive.
(Stewart Brand paradox)

That is:
How do you compensate people 
for supplying stuff for free?



Blockchain Superpower:

Get people to do stuff

By rewarding with tokens



Bitcoin Incentivize:

Network rewards if you add to security





Bitcoin Security (Hash Rate) vs. Time 



Question:
How do you compensate people 
for supplying stuff for free?



2. Incentivize: 

Network rewards if you add commons data



How to unlock data?
1. Connect data-haves with data have-nots
2. Incentivize for commons data
3. Unlock private data



The most valuable data
Is private data



Data 
you 
have
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1000 hospitals
1 hospital
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More Data is Good and Bad

Privacy ↓ ↓ ↓
Exploits ↑ ↑ ↑

Accuracy ↑ ↑ ↑
Lives Saved ↑ ↑ ↑

More 
Data

Less 
Data



Substrate for 
decentralized orchestration

Unlock the value of the data while preserving privacy
How: Bring compute to the data

f(x)

private 
data

modeling 
algorithm 

privately 
train model

private 
model

model 
predictions

Data stays 
behind firewall



Ocean Resolves the Tradeoff 
by Bringing Compute to the Data

Privacy ↓ ↓ ↓
Exploits ↑ ↑ ↑

Accuracy ↑ ↑ ↑
Lives Saved↑ ↑ ↑

Data ↑ ↑ ↑ Data -



Applications, 
spreading benefits of AI & data



Use case: water quality 
Satellite data in the commons to verify impact of forest restoration on water 



Better predict Parkinson’s  by connecting data across hospitals & 
borders; promoting & promoting research collaboration

(ConnectedLife)



Grow Asia (WEF Spinoff):
Help small farmers allocate their fertilizer better, to increase yields



Govt of Singapore Data Authorities (IMDA):
Give policymakers optionality to get benefits of AI,

while addressing privacy



AI Commons: 40+ UN Agencies, AI XPRIZE
A Substrate in #AIforGood



Conclusion



How to spread benefits of AI & data?

Do #AIforGood
At scale

Via an AI Commons framework
That unlocks data for AI

Trent McConaghy
@oceanprotocol


